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Work Experience
Gannett Grill and Lander Bar, Lander, WY - Manager June 2021- October 2022

● Promoted to manager after excelling in various subsidiary roles
● In partnership with co-manager and general manager, served to align kitchen processes to the needs of our

business and clientele
● Executed planning and ordering to keep ingredients and liquor in stock and adjust to fluctuating demand
● Handled daily accounting, collaborated on some longer-term financial analysis
● Made a variety of business decisions based on company philosophy and input from colleagues and supervisors
● Supervised a diverse team of employees and promoted positive workplace values
● Demonstrated soft skills and common sense through scheduling, communications, and customer service

COR Expeditions, Lander, WY - Contract Wilderness Instructor 2019-Present
● Worked with a team to run high adventure trips from beginning to end
● Handled complex logistics and planning regarding supplies, transportation, and activities
● Taught outdoor skills and facilitated learning discussions
● Used risk management and planning to promote safety of participants and success of each course
● Undertook several intensive training courses in group management, decision making, and first aid in order to

continue growth as an outstanding leader
Souls of the Christian Apostolate (SOCA) Denver, CO - General Consultant and Marketing Team Lead Spring 2021

● Worked with president and events coordinator to plan and facilitate details for a brand-new young adult
conference with 200 attendees

St. Vincent de Paul School, Denver, CO - Montessori Teacher’s Assistant February-June 2021
● Provided individual instruction and assisted with classroom management

Banner Engineering, Plymouth, MN - Materials Handler Summers 2017, 2018
● Received products according to protocols while promoting workplace safety and efficiency
● Became proficient with warehousing and inventory systems such as Oracle from user end

Education and Relevant Coursework
Wyoming Catholic College (WCC) - Lander, WY 2016-2020

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences, Summa Cum Laude
Operations Management A-Z Business: Processes and Systems 2022

Rowtons Training
SQL for Data Science 2022

Coursera

Skills
Understanding of supply chain processes
Strong communication skills; mastery in English and local language
Proven relationship management skills
Strong knowledge of Microsoft Office  (Excel, PowerPoint, etc.),
Recent certification in SQL
Demonstrated love for learning and flexibility in adapting to new environments and workflows
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December 19, 2022

To whom it may concern:

I am a graduate of Wyoming Catholic College, recently returned to my home state to seek
employment. In the past few years, I've studied psychology on the graduate level, taught in a
Montessori preschool, led outdoor adventure trips for Catholic missionary organization COR
Expeditions, and managed a restaurant. I am an active person and worker and would love to be
able to put my organization/administrative abilities, communication skills, and passion for
helping a business run smoothly to use for a business in the West Metro. I'm currently pursuing
an interest in business operations (including potentially data analysis or management), and have
taken online trainings in this area. Even if it's not exactly with this same focus, I'd love to hear
about any positions your company might have available for a dynamic, passionate leader.

My experience and skills are diverse. Especially in restaurant management, I handled daily
finances and recorded information for longer-term analysis. I have experience in understanding
detailed protocols to ensure compliance and have demonstrated excellent mathematical, literary,
and relational abilities. I have also successfully used tools such as Outlook, Word, and Excel to
keep records, document information, and communicate with coworkers and customers or
vendors. I am also a quick and adept learner and am confident in my ability to learn new
workflows or undertake further training to become an even stronger asset for your company.

Based on the experience I have acquired from my previous jobs, as well as my hard-working
attitude, professional responsibility, and attention to details, I am confident I could provide
excellent support to your company.

Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to hearing from you.

Respectfully yours,

Sophia Michael
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